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SENATE	 4g(	 L-l\l-t, From SENATE COMMITTEE ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
tc4-t: CL'U 

FACULTY OF ARTS - DEPARTMENT OF 
Subject	 GEOGRAPHY CHANGES IN COURSES AND	 Date DECEMBER 13, 1972 

REQUIREMENTS 

9 
To

MOTION: "That Senate approve the changes proposed in courses 

and requirements for the Department of Geography, as 

set forth in S.73-6, including the following: 

1. New Courses Discontinue eff. 
August 31, 1973 

Geog. 111-3 - Physical Geography	 Ceog. 211-3 

Geog. 112-3 - Introductory Geology	 - 

• Geog. 121-3 - Economic Geography	 Geog. 221-3 

Geog. 141-3 - Social Geography	 Geog. 241-3 

Geog. 201-3 - Development of Geographic Ideas	 - 

Geog. 212-3 - Geography of Natural Hazards	 - 

Geog. 222-3 - Issues in Economic Geography	 - 

Geog. 242-3 - Social Space	 - 

Geog. 251-3 - Methods in Spatial Analysis	 - 

Geog. 262-3 - Canada	 Geog. 162-3 

Geog. 263-3 - Selected Regions	 Geog. 161-3 

Geog. 349-3 - Human Microgeography	 - 

Geog. 431-5 - The Landscape in Science, Music 

and Literature	 - 

Note: If the above courses are approved, it is understood 

that the normal two semester time lag requirement is 

being waived in order that the courses may first be

offered in the Fall semester 73-3. 
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2. Lower Level Course Requirements. 

3. Lower Level Course Work Sequence. 

4. Individual Program." 

.
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SiMON FRASER UNIVERSITY  
MEMORANDUM 

o .... . Menibei'sof Senate	 .
From	 I. Mugridge 

Chairman 
.... ........................................................................................................ ............Sena...Committee onUndergradua..e Studies11

Sub led...... phy . Changes	 . Date........... . Decembe r• 
in C

18, 1972 
ourses g

q ,!;^^qgr
 Requirements 

The Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies considered the 
submissions from the Department of Geography at its meetings of 9th and 
14th November, 1972. On the recommendation of the Faculty of Arts, the 
Committee has approved the changes proposed in courses and requirements 
for the Department of Geography, including new course proposals as set 
forth in SCUS 72-31c and SCUS 72-37, and recommends approval to Senate. 

If these courses are approved, the Committee further recommends 
that Senate waive the normal two semester time -lag requirement in order 
that the following courses may first be offered in the Fall semester 1973: 

Geography 111-3; 112-3; 121-3; 141-3; 201-3; 212-3; 
222-2; 242-3; 251-3; 262-3; 263-3; 349-3; and 

W	 431-S. 

It should be noted that a number of current courses will 
be discontinued if new courses are approved as replacements. These are 
as follows:

Geography 111-3 replaces 211-3; 121-3 replaces 221-3; 

141-3 replaces 241-3; 262-3 replaces 162-3; and 
263-3 replaces 161-3. 

The Committee also undertook extensive discussion on a 
number of questions, which are set out in the memorandum from the Chairman 
of the Coninittee to the Chairman of the Department of Geography, dated 
16th November, 1972, and included with this submission. The response 
of the Chairman of the Geography Department, dated November 27th, 1972 
and number SQJS 72-37, is also included. 

In this connection, the Committee undertook some discussion on the nature and placement of Geography 431-5: The Landscape in Science, Music 
and Literature. It recommended that the course be offered once and reviewed 
thereafter; and that, if a department of Fine and Performing Arts is established, 
consideration should be given to locating it within that department. 

The bulk of the Committee's discussion centred on the questions 
of course overlap, noted in section 3 of my memorandum to the Chairman of 
the Geography Department. In this connection, it should be noted that the 
final motion to approve the Geography Department's course proposals was 
by no means unanimous and that several members of the Committee, including 
some who voted with the majority, expressed themselves as not satisfied that



the question of course overlap had been resolved. For this reason, the 
Committee's motion of approval read as follows: 

"that, without prejudice to the Committee's right to 
consider course allocations and overlap in the future, 
the Geography program be approved as presented." 

It was clearly pointed out to the Committee that its terms 
of reference included responsibility for examining new course proposals 
both with respect to their individual academic merit and in relation to 
the other offerings in the department concerned, and in relation to the 
offerings of other departments. It was agreed that this involved an 
examination of questions of course overlap. In this context, the 
Committee agreed that it would be desirable to examine the whole question 
of course overlap and duplication of courses across departments in the 
University and that it would undertake such an examination, beginning in 
the Spring semester 1973. In view of this intention, the Committee felt 
that it would be inappropriate to reject the submission of the Geography 
Department, the academic merit of which had not been questioned, in the 
absence of a clearer set of criteria for dealing with such questions. 

:ams	
I. Mugridge 

.

.
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SiMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
MEMORANDUM 

.. ....... .. 	 From ..... ... . ...... .........Uot...}rs.t 
Senate Committee on Undergraduate 
$.tu..i.e.s.........................................................................................................man .....C.eog.r.a.p.h.y 	 .Dep..r..t.me.n.t. 

Subjec

	

	 •p•gphycourse fQ. 	 Date ...... . . November ..... 2.7.,....1.9.7.2 
1973-4 calendar 

In response to our discussion and your memorandum, in 
which certain questions were raised about the Department of 
Geography's revised offerings to begin in the Fall of 1973, 
I have the following comments to make: 

Preamble 

Perhaps I should begin with some brief remarks about the 
character of our discipline. 

Geography is concerned with the character 
of places and seeks to understand how this character 
develops. Explanation of the character of the 
human landscape involves the awareness of all the 
factors that create landscapes. Geographers, 

.	 therefore, study the physical landscape, involving 
such matters as climate, geological structure, 
the landforms created on the crust of the earth, and 
soils and vegetation; these contribute the bulk of 
the content to what is known as physical geography. 
But the personality of places reflects more than 
just the work of nature; equally important is how 
people over many millennia of occupance of the 
earth's surface have perceived the potential of the 
landscape and how they have used it. We are there-
fore in geography as much interested in what people 
do as in the raw materials upon which they have 
worked. But the subject matter of our discipline is 
the landscape or the personality of place; this 
concern is central to all aspects of geography and 
to all courses that the department of geography 
teaches or proposes to teach. 

I begin with those remarks in order to underline the essential 
landscape focus of geography, and to stress the partial inter-
disciplinary nature inherent to the discipline. 

1. Relationship of proposed 100 and 200 level courses 

The department no longer considers it necessary to offer 
•	 a required prerequisite in the general content of geography. 

We shall continue to teach Geography 101, General Geography, 
and recommend it to prospective majors whose background in 
modern geography may be deficient. But the department has 
found in recent years a substantial improvement in the quality
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of geography teaching in the high school system of this 

*L	 province; in 1965, when our present programme was devised, 
geography teaching in the high schools was rather poor. 
Today the situation is somewhat different, particularly 
given a revised social science curriculum which puts 
considerable emphasis on geography, and many of our incoming 
students are now well informed as to geography's general 
area of interest. It is therefore possible and reasonable 
to allow them to move directly into the introductor y systematic 
courses, formerly numbered 211, 221 and 241. These courses 
are therefore to be offered in the first year and without 
prerequisite. There is no change in the content or purpose 
of these courses in any way and they shall continue to be the 
required courses for most of our subsequent offerings. 

Of the new 200 level courses, 212-3, the geography of 
natural hazards, is an extension of 111-3, physical geography; 
222-3, issues In economic geography, is an extension of 
121-3, economic geography, and 242-3, social space, is an 
extension of 141-3, social geography. In all cases the 
emphasis will be on man's use of the landscape and the 
character of the landscape itself. Our intent was two-
fold here: 

(a) to cope with the fact that in most universities 
(where they are not on a trimester system) introductions to the 

&	 three systematic areas cover a full academic year. Under our, 
present programme we either try to crush one year's work into 
one trimester, or simply do not deal with a range of topics. 
We have found In practice that we have omitted a range of 
topics, which we are now proposing to introduce at the 200 
level. In this sense, 212 is essentially physical geography 
II; 222, economic geography II, and 242, social geography II.. 

(b) to follow the pattern already apparent in the relation-
ship of the 300 to the 400 level course. Hence 300 level 
courses are advanced introductions to more narrowly defined 
specialisms (e.g. economic geography is disaggregated into 
primary activities, manufacturing, transportation, and retailing 
at the 300 level) and the 400 level continues those topics in 
a broader issues sense. Our intent was therefore also to 
make the 100 level introductory to the three main streams of 
geography, and the 200 level continue those three streams in 
a generic issues sense. Hence the total pattern would be: 

100 level - introduction to geographic subdisciplinary 
streams. 

200 level - first issues in those subdisciplinary streams. 

300 level - advanced introduction to more narrowly defined 
subdisciplinary areas.



400 level - advanced issues in those streams, and 
a synthetic recompilation of the main areas 
within the discipline. 

Points (a) and (b) are, of course, compatible. 

Now a case could be made to have the 100 level courses 
prerequisite for these 200 level courses, but the department 
believes that these courses can usefully be offered to 
students who have completed a year of work in the university 
even when this work does not include our lower level courses; 
we believe they can be of interest to students in other 
disciplines and they can be taught at an advanced level without 
requiring prerequisites. 

In addition to the proposed 212, 222 and 242 courses, a 
number of other 200 level courses are proposed. Geography 201-3, 
development of geographical ideas, is intended mainly for 
prospective majors in geography and represents a response to 
an expressed need by faculty and students; the department does 
not, however, believe that this course should be required for 
all geography majors, certainly not at this time. 

Geography 251-3, methods in spatial analysis, is a somewhat 
&	 specialised course in what has been known as the "new geography"; 

although the course itself is introductory, there are certain 
background requirements in mathematics that students may not 
have when they arrive and we do not consider the 100 level 
location appropriate. A course of this kind would not belong 
with 111-3, 121-3, or 141-3 as essential introductions to the 
advanced study of the subject; this type of analysis is very 
popular in modern geography and although this department does 
not consider it as essential as some other schools of geography 
appear to, we believe students should be given an opportunity 
systematically to study it. The 200 level appears most 
appropriate. 

Geography 262-3, Canada, and 263-3, Another Region, replace 
our regional offerings at the first year. The logic of this is that 
the department considers it desirable that regional courses be 
offered at a slightly higher level than the first year; hopefully 
majors in other disciplines will have more experience upon which 
to base their study of a selected area and our own majors will 
have received a useful introduction to the systematic aspects of 
geographical study and this will allow us to adopt a more 
sophisticated approach to the study of regions. The question also 
of service courses arises; it is hoped that "another region" will be 
of value to various area study programmes in the university, the 
department having been asked to mount courses on Africa, the 

.
1k	 Middle East, Latin America and other parts of the world at a level 

below the 400 level.
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2. Rationale for location of Geography 431-5 

The initiative for this course came from within, the 
geography department. This is not surprising since the core 
of its approach will be attitudes to "landscape", which you 
may recall from my preamble is in fact the subject matter 
of geography. The particular attitudes to be studied are 
those displayed in art and in contemporary scientific 
attitudes. Of the 4 strands in the proposed course, 
geomorphology and art are covered by Professor Cunningham 
(Geography), music (by a faculty member from the Communic-
ations Department) and literature (by a faculty member in 
English). Were a faculty member appointed who is an expert 
both in the 18-19th C. Landscape School of England and its 
ramifications with other aspects of the contemporaneous 
society, his or her participation in the course would be 
welcome. 

431-5 is clearly interdisciplinary in intent, but the 
focus of the course, landscape, is more central to geography 
than to the other two departments involved, though the Music 
of Landscape and the Literature of Landscape are significant 
enough. Had the other two departments insisted that the 
course be not located in Geography then arbitration between 
the Dean of Arts and the Dean of General Studies would have 
been called for, but this has not happened, and indeed th.é 

&	 three departments have readily cooperated. If the Fine and 
Performing Arts Department has a contribution to make, when 
it comes into existence, that contribution would be welcome. 
In addition we would be quite willing to see this course 
listed jointly in the Departments of English, Communications 
Studies, and Geography, but its central organization remains 
with the Geography Department. 

Interdisciplinary courses should become progressively 
more frequent	 in the University, but there seems little 
justification for siphoning off all such desirable innovations 
into one divisionand leaving the Faculties of Arts, Science, 
and Education with the remainder. 

3. Course overlap 

This is a difficult question to deal with, since one 
never knows logically where overlap begins and ends. One 
understands that most of the coursesin this university are 
taught in the English language. Does this mean that they 
belong properly in the Department of English? Certain 
courses in English, for example, deal with criticism of 
literature; one wonders how they can do this without being 
aware of psychological elements or sociological ideas; one 
has heard of a Marxist criticism, for example, that is taught 

Aw	
or explored In the Department of English. Should this course 
not properly belong in what we used to call the P.S.A. Department? 
In literature to appreciate a novel it is surely necessary to
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understand the social milieu in which the novel first 
saw the light of day; does this mean that courses on 
literature do not belong in the Department of English, 
but rather in History or in Sociology? The question of 
overlap is quite beside the point. The important matter 
is the subject of the course; in English this is likely 
to be literature, in Geography it is place. 

Geography 262-3, Canada, is a course in the Geography 
of Canada. One wonders which departments are already 
offering courses basically on the Geography of this country. 
These, if such there be, would be the departments with overlap 
courses. We are already teaching a course, 162-3, Canada and 
the United States, and 161-3, Europe, as well as a number of 
OO level courses in regional geography. This seems strictly 

and patently geographical. 

Geography 222-3, Issues in Economic Geography, and 
242-3, Social Space, are clearly geographical in that they 
deal with places or landscapes and place is the focus. One 
knows of no other courses in the university that have this 
emphasis or this content. They both pursue areas of concern 
to the discipline of geography that date back to the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries associated with such 
distinguished geographers as Max Sorre, Paul Vidal de la 

.	 Blache and many others. 

Concerning 3149_3 , Human Microgeography, one is aware of 
no course in any other department that deals with this aspect 
of geography. To say that much of its content may be 
psychological does not prove overlap with courses in psychology. 
As a matter of course the outline was referred to Bruce 
Alexander of the Department of Psychology's Curriculum 
Committee. He assured us that (1) no overlap exists; (7) it 
would supplement their offerings in an area untouched by 
SFU's Psychology Department. 

The Human Microgeography course proposes, among other 
things, to take into account psychological factors in man's 
perception and use of space and the resultant character of 
places. Place is the focus and landscape is the content. The 
same argument applies in the case of Geography 121-3 and 
Geography 141-3; these courses are already offered under 
different numbers and in over seven years there has been no 
suggestion that they belong in other departments. 

&
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I hope that in the preamble and three following sections 
I have answered the questions raised by yourself and the 
Senate Committee. I would point out only in conclusion, that 
we first established our present programme in 1965, and that 
we began a review which led to the present proposed changes 
only when that original programme had run for five years. 
That review itself was not taken lightly and has consumed a 
great deal of our time in the last two years, and is still 
ongoing in regard to the upper level programme. We f e-el after 
seven years of one programme, and a two year review of 
suggested changes, that the time has come to implement our 
suggested improvements.

Flh 

MEEH : bs 
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From  
Chairn, Department of Geography 	 Chathn, 

Senate.. .C"'4 ttee.. onJThdergraduite..Stiies 

1 Muvither16 1972 

Ikirin discussions in the Senate Ccittee on Untiergreduete 
Studies 1, ft follosdng quaftims coierning the cctuse proposals 
from the Ge=

i'=tmf
ntwere rilsed. 11 Cimittee has directed 

me to .iO 	 thee. qwestloos before it makes a final 
rectj4b to Senate. 

1	 -.

 

Cavern was expressed about the relationship of t)wposed 
100 and 200 level Corges to the overall degree program in Geography. 
The aijar e10nts in this cern were: 

a. the specific ratirimsie for the re@uebering of some 
flP$5 from the 200 level to the 100 level. 

b. the relatieuilhip between the new 100 and 200 level 

&	 c. the effect of the n. courses on degree requireits, 
particularly the question of preparation for upper 
levels work in view of the lack of clearly specified 
course requirements. 

2. The Citteiwould like to receive a rationale for the 
locaticsi of Geograph) 431-S in the department rather than in the 
Division, of General Sties or within the ptO5d department of 
Fine and ft*ndA# Arts. 

3 Comm wee also zpressed about the apparent overlap 
b.tueen	 of the wses proposed and the offerings of other 
d.partmUit. In partular, this consideration applied to: 

lbl%pephy 222-3: IssuesIn &ic Geography 
242-3: Social Space 

to	 262-3: Canada 
ff	 349-3: hktn Microgeography 

To a leessy extent, similar questions were raised about two of the 
411-0 	 courses . Geography 121-3: Economic Geography, and 
Geography 1413: Social Geography.

......2
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In this contect, I should add that the Cmnittee did not 
question the academic Integrity of the courses the department is 
proposing. questions were confined to apparent overlap with the 
work of otherS depa? t. mod "the. desirability of offering such 
courses within single departments rather than on a co-operative basis. 

:ans	 I	 .. 4^ , 
c.c. H.M. Evsás/ 

-, SQJS 
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1)1	 LF ,I	 nvol \'es dropi rc certal n CC:FSOS at the 1or 1 evl s and 
i ntrod U  i n ne'.' ones , and i c ront:.;cri nn o	 1 o.'ar 1 evel courses 
(see 1.72-11)	 Studnts in the	 ijor 'o;rm Will be requi ra:i to Cc. 3l et 
15 hours of prerequisites in their 1 cwr levels, while students in the 
hO1O'S proq ran u n 11 k requ I red to ccTl c:te 10 hours . Also proposed is a 
nw ' individu-il I'roqrm;nio ' '.Thi ch is i ;tt:;ded to allow a creator c: roe of 

	

ud	 rd fi o;ib ii t' to a!)i C studcnts ',ho have a strc;ng wish to work
alori; a particular line or to dove-lop iusal co;5i ntons of courses $ 
and :ho also krow their own minds. It differs frci;i the standard prorame 
only in that the "Divisions" requireants have been removed. 

A Minor Program is also introduced (Ref. paper F.72-7).
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I	 • (ra-076?.., Ii) 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAr.. p.

1. .CALEND1R INro}IMATXOII 

Department Geography	 Course NumbortlU_,3' Title, physical Geo.. 
Sub-title or Description i An introduction to l4mdforme clinates, Boils 
and vegetation; their origins, distributions, interrelationships and roles In the 

SyItea, Laboratory work and field trips are included. 

Credit Hours, 3	 • Vector Description,.. 2-ó) •4-/ 
Pro-r.nuinitnt.i. -- -	 I	 • iivai 

STitc	 "-C -L) q02 z	 •• ' 34G '7ukTJ J-k 

39 ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolment, 90 per semester. 
Bomoator Offered (e.g. yearly, ovary Spring; twice yearly, Pall 
Evoryseaseter	 and $pring)s: 

When will course first be of fercd7 

11 

30 JUSTIPICATION 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
differentiation fran lower love], courses, from similar corsos 
in the sane department, and from courses in other departaents in the University? 

This is the course currently numbered Geography 211-3. 

I. What is the range of topics that may be dealt with in the course? 

fi. 

/

Some electi'-Ity of tft g
 will be. necessary if the course is to avoid a 'catalo 

nature; a thematic aproath, around the concept of 'water substance in nature' Is envisioned. Aft an introductory appraisal of the approach tto the natural world by Ce03apbe,. world climates through cons ideration of global energj reging and general circulation pstterrta, landforme related to the concept of dynamic equilibrjt,,jtypes and	 icted dvlop=taj p rocesses; w,ctat. 
n rlernentary morpho10 and distributional pattern would be treated, not fleCJ pitily in the order given but at aU times with  es;antt Into	

with huis etire3eed.	
the 

courskip oujno for Cogaphy. 211_3.
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rir)	 C. How dean this COUrIIO fit the goals of the department? 
Part of present prograwm (211-3) 

D. How does this course affect degree requirements? 

Required for all Majors and 'Honours students (as replaced 211-3) 

E. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
Addition of this course? 

(See revised programme) 

P.

 

What course, if any, is being dropped fom the calendar if 
this course is approved? 

211-3 

C. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 

Average 90 Falls, Spring, 40 Summer

I-

H. Other reaonn for introducing the couracs. 

(See philosophy of revised progrrs)



S

.	 J. 

UDCETAflY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty wil] be available to teach this 
COUX5? 

B. J. flickin, M. C. XaUuan, R. B. Sagsz, V.P. Cunningham, 
M (am appointment?)

F 

•	 3. What are the spacial, space and/or.oqujp5
	 requirements for this cour go?	 . 

lions in addition to these for Geography 211-3. 

C. Any other budgetary inplications.ef 
mounting hjg courses* 

Won.

S.	 S. 

7 

Approy,	 . •..	 .	 . . 

Curriculum Cc  

Dean of FQCU1tyg 

Senates .	 .	 .	 S 

S	 ••	 5• 

3..	 5
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00 Simon Fraser Ufliveraity 
Depart	 Of Geography Geography 111-3 

A.N.o. 

Co s8 OUTLINE 

Physical Geograjohy 

.!!itroduction: 

The course will deal with major topics in the areas of geouorp1ology
biog

eography and climatology. Each topic merits, and will be given, an intro-. ductory systematic treatment; the emphasis will be on the interrelated nature of the Physical environment with its often Profound  and vii], involve regional and local examples. 	 significance to human life, 

ure  orfonizatjon 

so

A two-hour block,	 in room  lecture (normally, one hour), film, slide and so on display,to
s;

be a used for a 
 two-hour tutorialvhjth will include presentation and group discussion of aJaigned topics, 

In addition there vii]. be 
of the semester, 

i boratory work and brief outdoor field excursions. 	 , a full-day field trip, tontaUvely scheduled for the.4th and/or 5th
 

Based 
on an objectjv_5 mid-semester examination (302), a 

ftaaj. exflatj or prepar ternppape (402) and tutorial 
work (302), 

&Q!Ar—ed texts: At least 2 of the 3 paperbacktexts given below, 
Bloom Arh.... , 	 - 

TO Surface of the  of Earth scienceSe	 Earth, lntjce.-Ra1l (roundatious ries). 

Brigee, B. )1., 1970,	 r1d 8i1s, Cambridge tkiv, Press. 

do Laufenbei, David J., 1970, _Ceocraphy of Plants and Miii]s, ha.
111,11Brown (Foundation of Ceó$raphy Series)	 c 

Gates, David H., 1972s, ima, Harper & Row (Hen and his 
Envi ronment Series). Additional information: on the lecture s chedule, the  titles, library reserve books, a list of other useful h 'major topics,' and film 

ft-cover texts and a brief note on lab,	 ard- and so work etc. during tutorials follow 

U	 I.. 

7
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V Dep	 of COoiiphy 	
111-3 

A.M.O. i&ctua T edule: with suggeo e textbook so ctio
.d

ns, some appropziate 
roee 	 Jiiecy reading, and fi1 Otds 	 for screaming. ApPropriate d4t0a given.	 aumre 

k. 1.course Dntaj]n: Nature of Physic al Geography: an earth science or study of 900B Ys tum and li procoog . (T) Intro. - to
	 Introductien to the Ceosphere and some to each of Bloom, de Laufenbeis, Cates See also Strthjar - Intro. 

Film Continental Drift: Volcanoes 
in Action 

W .ok2 Air, energy and budgets ( atwsphera v solar radiation and some balanced Views) 
Gates Chapter 2 QjZ4 12 See also p. 116-126; 140-146. Sea 

also Ploh thapter 1, Strahier Chapter 3, Tnwartha Chapter 1 2! Solar Radiation I and xi 
Water and wind (the hydrologic cycle and patterns of Cates P. 47-51 ( 112-Ug , 80-82, 144-145) Index ref., e t c., 
See also Cnada, pt. of Transport'. Flohn Chapters Chapters 4,5 
Ma Earth & Sky: Stability & Weather

atome. cire.) 
ai Yind !g!i 
2,3; Strahier 

Wear, creep & crash—continuing prceueo 
Ifl13 	 of the erth' surf •	 (weathering &	 a-wastage) 

BlOOa . thàptera 2 & 3 
Sia also Strahier, thaptre 17, 18; Dury, ThOnb Ib,ck originating underground; at surface 

aid Stollin process 
ftk	

Build or destroy; more on eroajo & deposijo at the Surfaceby fluvial
Bloom Chapter 4	 S 

las also, Selective from Strahler Chapters 19,20; 
DavIs, Du*y, at al (a), Miller 

Rh flow; Time changes the Land 
ftLi Ice 

on the land; effects and distribution $lacial landf.rme, 
past 4 

Bloom 128-145 (Mao 8, 15, 32, 86) 
Sea also Strahiar thapter 29, Thornbuy oslective 

Ciapt.ea 14-16; Flint eslectjy0 apec, thaptere 1-6 
Glaciation. Evide. for Ice Ago' 

Voekl Toit 

gj_ And so to the nt::t 40- 1.40; more on ,	 o	 interUon as for kw:c 6 i 'crnznj]	 ag.- (R) fli ç Cepter 27 1LL C	
Face of ILt Arctic 

1 k _L Tho liv-	 uk1;8 I th lath: t pect:"u of Clob1 ioi]. 
Z,	 t)	 ztjr,	 ro, 3i..37, Kjl	 a  •J or	 C iflL(!'LJ ;i.jdj	 unt'.
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I0RBUm9 W.D. 
TREWARr1l#, C. 
VAN RIP1R 
RiLEY & YOUNG 
STPMILEg, A.N.
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Department of Geography	 —3—	 Ceography 111-3 
A.H.O. 

Week X1 Flora where possible: intro, to terrestrial veg. patterns 
(T) do Laufonbel8 (all relevant!) Chapter 6 & selective. 
See also Rile7 & Young: Strahier Chapters. 14, 15; Nelson et al (b) Chapters 1, 5 
flji Life in a Pond: Spruce Bog 

Week 11 I. Atmosphere, soil & vegetation get together: apediic associations 
do Laufenbela Chapter 5 

,See also Nelson et.al (c) Chapters 3, 6: Money 
Film Climates of N. Arica; Eco1o': Deciduous Forest 

Week 12,11. Man in control? More on specific associations & home sapiens 
Gates 147-159, 160463 
See also Nelson et al (b) Chapter 3 & others eg. Chapter 25 
?ilm Canada Landform Regions. Face of the Earth. 

Week 13 Synthesis: Landscape mosaics, regions and the global scene 
Pilr Unchained Goddess. 

!!aerve Books: 

AT1NC, J. 
S.  

O
BARRY & aioy 
BAITAN,. L. 

II 

BWTINC, B.J. 
Canada, Dept. of 

-. -. Transport 
DAVIS, V. 
DURY, C. 
EYRE, S.R. 
PAY, C. 
FLINT, R. F. 
FLOHN, H. 
HARE, P.K. 
MILLER, A. 
l'CNEY, D.C. 
NELSON, CHAMBERS & 

CHAMBERS (ed.) 

Surflcta1oyf the Sumas map. 
Sur ficialGeo1oy of the Nw Weø tm 

yo1Weather and Cli mute. 
j'MLPrrYbob0nt Stoims 

The Uneans" !Js. 
Ga croJ)IL of Soils 

Weather Wsvg 

.i IcLa1 Essays 
Face oi the Earth 

pipd Soils 
ical CtorAnhv 

Ulaclai and Pleistocene 
ite p Woathe r 

Atmosphere 
M10 ShIn Of e Earth 

"0224:2 ,soils, and Vegettjo 

Rrjnon Process and Method in Canadian Ceo graD a) Geomorphology 
b) Vegetation, Soils & Wildlife 
e) Weather & Climate 

All.	 ion to Cil iate. 2nd Edition 
11 WOrld -New Edition ,.	 •:

 
on - 
tht rod uct ion to Physical Ccofir1phy 

r
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Geography 111-3 
A.L0. Some rOlovAnt books available in bookstore and/or library (s also re8ei- 

Nry.on & Kutzbac	 r Pollutjo, A.A.C, 
Comfjo on College Geography, 

Rae. paper no. 2. 
Dyiø, J. L.	

The World of ICKnopf, 1962 
Easterbrk D.J.	

Principle8 of CeOmoflhó12_Cr,_Rjll 1969 
I400re, W.C.	 DictLe

—na ry 	 (C 103 )5) 
Patton, C.?.	 - -

Alexander, C.S, 
Xraasr, P. L.	 PhXsical 	 Wadsworth, 1970) 

Sharp, LP.	
Glaciers, Condon Lecture.; Oregon Univeroity, 1965. 

.	 I 

• Dopartiorn of Geography 

1•

Some other books (paperbacks) of value to a 
physical geograpr Bascom	 Waves and fleach	

Doubleday Mcho, Science Study Series Batten	
spud PhYSics and Cloud Seedi, Doub1edy 

Anchors, Science Study Series
	

Anchors, 
SI

lader Observes the Weather, Doubleday Mthor. Science Study Series 
Dui'y

Coaudsj on College	 A. A. C.Ceograply, Rag . Paper No. 3 
8trow NcCrawRj11 1968. 

Row You Can Forecnt the Wpathe 

VAde rstandir Weathers Pelican 

Man's Role in ChanRing the Face  of the Earth, 
vole. I & II 

dforms and Lands es Of Earth science Series 1970 0 In W.C. grownCo. Foundations 

!orLsava 

Sloan 

Sutton 

Thom" , W.L. (ed.) 

Tuttle 



Simon Prasor University

Geography 111-3 
'Port3nt of Caography	

AJI.O. 

handling 

In addj 
t1on to reports by indjvjdu8 or 

groups on to	
8ejccted by the 

Tutorial leader, the two-hour tutorial
	 j,	 ex rcia5 in dat 

and Presentation	 block vi1j 
and in map Interpretation from among: 

1, Th 
j radiation balance and air 

temperature weather pat te rns regj	
(local data) 

2e Climate and w	

of Canada and the U.S.* 
3 Stability

Instability and as Of
 

atmospheric
lapse rates 

4. Cata8tropilic 
R SVft9ting; vo

ocj 
l	 and 

structural aapec (B.C. ezn )ies) 

5. Quantitative aspec of 
ri
ver channel and va11, fo 

6. Elementary 8tatjj,4 ana178j0 of 

p1a for tiomo and 

Recogj.j0 and location of: 

181, Landf., associate
	

(L. Louj top* sheets) 

b. Lflndf0	 asoocjat with Alpinelaciatj0 

with Continental 8l5ciatj (Peterborou Ont. top. ehee 

c. Landfo	
aaaocced with fluvial eto

 Stan (Harrisburg top.
 sheet and p1àjé 

model) 
d.

Landfor associated wjt1 fluvial depoajtio (Several 

H1a8i85	
R. shee) 

a. L5fldfor S$$oCjStOd with Volcanic tjvj (Crater Lake, Ore

. 

Rainier plastj model) f.	
associated with coastal procseea
	

* and:&

Cod. Ha. top. sheets) Mr Photographs s1ng4,	
(Cape 

5fldj matched ster.

j1 be used

with 
exercises a. through f. 

Outdoor field excurRo 
Bu

rnaby ?1t. are weather-dependent!
Such brief 

trips willinclude exam1ntj0 of weather set.., soil 
Profiles through freshlydug pi and including tperature moistureand 
PHMeasurements,ve9etj0 comunitjes and soil type aasociatj

.. 

landf0 develop	
on varj	

natural 	 man	 expoU	
o and fdc
Of 

material.

ted 

V 

)	

¼
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rAcu1 y OF ARTS 

NOW COIRSE PROPOSAL 

1. CALEHD7R INFORMATION 

Department: Geography	 Course Number, 11273' Title I Introductory 
Sub-title or Descriptions 	 Geology 

Basic geology for geographers--an iqToduction to mineralogy, petrology, weathering, 
3tructural geology, iethods of dating geological information, and the geological 
column. Laboratory work and field trips are Included. 
Credit Houro,	 3	

0	

Vector DeBciptions: 1-0-2 z-•. 
Pro -requisite(s),	 - 

29 ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolment: 3 

Scmostor Offered (e.g. yearly, every Springs twice yearly, Pl1 
and Spring)i 

• Once in every two semesters. 

Whon will course first he offered? 

Fall semester, 1973 

3. JUs?TFICA'rIoll 

A. What is the detailed description of the cuurse including 
differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, and from courses in other dcpartmaonts 
In the University? 

Course provides background in geology for geography students interested in 
physical 8009., esp. geomerphology and bi000grapby. There is no basic 
geology course of fsr.4 at any level in ography or in any other departnent. 

B. What is the ranqe of topics that may be dealt with in the ___	 COUru 

,	

-	 Origin and character of eomajn rock-forming minerals; origin and character of 
common sedimentary, igneous and tnotsmorphjc rocks; weathering of minerals and 
rocks; nat ur of c)stol deformation n4 of rt3t1ting $cro 3nd rconal 
structures; ut' of fossil flora tuid fcua antI of rdiomccr..c mthoCi in 

-	 establishing ecological .chronologio,i; relaticn of geology to ceoeor.ho1oy3 
- biogeography and seop.raphv.



2. 

ce )low aocr. this course fit the goals of the department?  
kranithens physical geography offerings. 

D. flow does this course affect degree requirements? 

Nil 

E. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
Addition of this course? 

H Part of new programme. 

0 P. What course, if any, is being dropped froathe calendar if 
this cours, is approved 

None 

C. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 

Demand from within department and also from Archeology an' from 
students within Science, esp. Biology 

H. Other reasons for introducing the cource.' 

Ow Introductory 'Geology is very necessary to the devdlopmont of a sound 
programme in physical geography.  

Dr



3. 

4. BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTOR: 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach this course? 

B. J. Ilickin 
P. Cunningham 

B.. Whet are the special space and/or equipment requirements 
for this course? 

Expansion of rock and mineral collection. 

C. Any other budgetary implications of mounting this course: 

I.
Non. 

Approval,

Curriculum Cornmittoos 

Doers of Facultys 

Senates	 -	 :



SLmn Fraser thiversity 
Ap":tunt of Geography 
PUll Seiinetor 1972

Oogrshy ).12-3.
J. lackin 

URSE ('LflIJ 

Xntroducto,y cao1ot 

Text: Raad, Lfl. and Watson, .7., 1963s Introduction to 08OUlys 

Lcn,s11 9 Flint & Sanders 1968, Introduction to Physical GeOjO jW 
AMTS  'bpica 

11 Geophysics (a) seismology 
(b) structure of the earth 
(c) isostasy 
(4) applied geophysics 

atomic structure and cryote1.1ovphy 
physical properties of Commrock forming sIera1a 

magma and its products 
Moral c1iaractcr and orig'n of ioous mdci 
physical. character of cou. .. intrusive and 

.ctruive ineoua o&s (add & bosic) 

2.' Coochecd.otry 
3. iftn.ralogy	 (a) 

4. The rock cycle
	 (b) 

5. Vu]canictty and the 
volccnia ascociation 

(a)
(b) 

liwar
	 (a)

1

C	 --

6.	 Surface procaaves
(a) weatherian !nd con n .t9athodn	 proãzcta 
(b) tranc.ort.tjon cud dspu3ttion of v.thsrod matsris1 

70	 BsdLwiniy rodta
(a) sodii.	 tazy diffeixnjatjoz, teue and strUcture 

•	 (b).
Of sac ..ntazy Vo&at 1thifjcatjoe and diUaesi.. 
origin and chartu	 f aepbitos, psirits., 
palitos; 4azbonsto	 ci1ica0e, fouu.no 

• &,wdneui, phc5Vhnt.ic, ai1jn and cazboagcaoa (or 
hydrocazbcci) leck.. 	 • 

8. The MtsmorpMe tocks .. 
(a) the plutonic eerie 
(b) wtamorphism and Ito controls 

•	 (c) general character of wetcaorphic rocks	 tazturu., 
structures, and i1neva1 cu,i.i61ass 

Cd) ctact3tucurp!ti.a 
Ca) d.. location	 P.'zphtna 
(t) rsgionci. mm	 ....iisn 

9.	 ceolog Structuvc
(a) iin utrtcg ural tyjc 
(b) f01d3 and fauItjn 
() Xnrr	 ct	 Laoctatod vtt	 fuds.	 - 

d	 -.	 - 

,•(.,	 •) .111



Coursa 0	 i.i U	 11* Ceogrophy. U2-3 
LJ.flickin 

100 Dating theoarth I 

(a) sodiirntary rocks in titsz	 succession and its 
• intarprotation 
•	 (b) focailo and their U3(O 

(a) radiometric dating 
(d) the etratgraphic coluuu 

U.	 £ pattern of earth history 
(a) tha stable areas 
(b) fracture zones of United mobility 

•	 (a) the mobile belts 
•	 Cd) orogenesis 

(a) continental drift and geology 
(I) the crustal drama 

12.	 The reintion of geology to goicrpholog. 

• 

3,
••,•• ..



FACULTY OF ARTS 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

1. CLND !)PORNATXON 

D epartments Geography	 Course Numbers 121	 Titles Economic Geography 
Sb-tjtlo or Descriptions This course introduces the basic concepts of economic geography, involving consideration of tha spatial organisatign of economic Bystes, Factors for con8idertjon 

include a study of rural, urban, regional, national, an4 world economic systems of transportation, agriculture, mining, energy, 
manufacturing, retailing and recreational activities 

Credit Hoursi	 3	 Vector Description:  
Prerequisite(s)1	 u-

2. ENROLME,,? AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated intolments 75150 

Semester Offered (e.g. yearly, every Springj twice yearly, Fall
and Sprinq).s 

Every semester 

When will course first be offered? 

Fa11 sEmester, 1913	 S 

3. JusTr3c'TIoN 

A. What is the detailed description 
d ifforontiation from lower level 
in the mama department, and from 
In the University? 

Renumbering of currently offered and ap

of the co;-rse including 
couraos, from similar courses 
courses in other departments 

course (Oat graphy 221-3) 

B. What is the renqe of topic, thatmaybo dealt with Lntho 
• Course?	 •. 

See atcache4 sample outline.
 

)	
:	 •	 I



2. 

C. Now does this course ::t the qOals of the department? 

Port of the revamping of the lower level offerings in Geography. 

D.

 

Now does this course affect degree requirements? 

One of three required lower level courses. 

E. What are the calendar chanqes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

Insertion of new entry and changed regulations. 

ow 

) F. What course,	 if any, is being dropped from the calendar if 
this course is approved? 

Deletion of Geography 221-3 

G. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 

Has always been one of the most popular offerings in Geography, and in 
recent years has outstripped the other 200 level registrations. 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course. 

.
.•



3. 

4, BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach this couroe7 

R. C. Brown. 
T.K. Peucker 
C.P.F. Steed 
N.E. Eliot Hurst 

B. What are the epociaX space. fzd/Oe equipment requirements 
for this course? 

• 

None 

•	 I 

C. Any other budgetary Lmi licationc...of mounting this courses 
4.	

S 

N.

 

•	

•:.••••'••..	 •. 

••'.	 h:..	 • •	 •• 
S	

, • • 4.	 •.. 

Approvals

Curriculum Committee, 
•	 ...	 #5, )' i#a' 

Dean of Facultyt  

*nats:

r 

Ic;



-	 .*IrIpic OUi..0 no. 

Simon Fraser Uniur'y 
Dopartmcni. or Geography 121-3 

Economic Googra 

U 

T)

This Course introduces some basic Concepts and theories 

	

It	 in economic geography.

	

 ment and the nature

	

	
prob'1ms of resource conflict and m anage ...  of the spatial organization of rural and urban, regional and world economic systems, focussing frequently On issues of cuii'eIt Planning concern. Included are Studies of 

	

transportation	 mining and energy, manufacturing and retailing act3.',i-b. 

Required Text: 

Morrjii, R.L., Th of SOciet, Wadsworth, 1870 (paperback).	 * 

Also Reconune71(J('; 

Chisholm, ZI., PPRa lsettle ent and ]a duse Hutchinson, 1962. 
Manners, C,, Thjec;L2er	 Hutchinson.	

0 

	

Lecture Topic:	 S 

1. An introduction to 000n0mic geography, .5 

2. Resource evLijuiot'i, 

3. Economic organi nAtion of agricu1tu; 

4. Location of Arjo;tta1 activities and their spatial organisajo 
5. Energy and wir rcources.  

6.' Elements of thQ ?V'aeturing System. 

7. Location and cpatij organ isation . Qt^ manufacturirjg plants. 
9. Elements of 1;hD t;:y system,  

9. Location and pvci	 org sub-systems.	
anisation of, -.,the retailjn and 'recreational .' 

10. Transport at 

11. Urban and X'.:; .	 J, 

12. ECOn'10	 ,5. 

V.. 

4.,	

I,



2

2. 

,

Readings on Reserve (excluding texts) 

Books: 

Burton, Ian, Readings in resource management. 

oIoy, R.A.,Alaska, a challenge in conservation. 

Lewis, J.P., Quiet crisis in India. 

Smith, R.H., Readings in economic geography. 

Thoman, Conkling S Yeates, Geography of economic activity. 

Xeroxes: 

Asohmann, H., "The natural history of a mine," Economic Geography 46(2), 
pp. 172-189. 

Berry, B.J.L., "Geography of market centers and retail distribution,' 
Ch. 6. 

Chang, "Agricultural potential of the humid tropics." 

Christy, F. Jr., "New dimensions for transitional marine resources," 
)	 American Economic Revjew , LX, May1970, pp. 109-113. 

Clawson, M., "Factors and forces affecting the optimum future rural 
settlement pattern in the United States." 

Cohen, S., "Evaluating store sites and determining store rents.' 

"Form and function in the geography of retailing." 

Gaitskell, "Resources development among African countries." 

Ginsburg, N., "Natural resources and economic development.' 

Hart, J.F., "A map of the agricultural implosion," Proceedings of the 
A.A.G., Vol. 2, 1970, pp. 68-71. 

Hunter, H., "Innovation, competition and locational changes in the pulp 
• i'nd paper industry,. 1880-1950 0 11 Land Economics XXXI (Ii), Nov.. 19551 
pp. 314-327. 

Janelle, D., "Control place development in a time space framework." 

Micklin, "Soviet plans to reverse the flow of rivers." 

Mullins, D.K., "Changes in location and structure in the forest industry 
or North Central," M.A. Thesis (Geography), U.B.C, 1967.



3. 

Pearce, D.W., "The Roskill Commission and the location of the third 
London Airport," Three Banks Review 87, September, 1970, pp. 2231e. 

Poet, R., "The spatial expansion of commercial agriculture in the 
ninotsenth century: a Von Thunen interpretation." 

Schramm, "Low cost hydro-power and industrial location." 

Secretariat of UNECA, "Industrialization, economic cooperation." 

Sewell, D., "Recent innovations in 'resource development policy." 

Spencer, J.E. £.Horvath, R.J., "How does an agricultural region originate?' 
Annals of the A.A.G., Vol. 33 9 1963 0 pp. 7e.-92. 

Tatham, "Envirorunentalialfl and possibilisms." 

Vance, J.E., "Emerging patterns of commercial structure in American 

cities."	 .	 .. 

.. •i	 •:'. 

4 
j	 1 

:-

)	
. 

or	 ,Fr
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FACULTY OF ARTS 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

•	 1. CALENDAR INFORMATION 

•	 Department: Geography 	 Courso liumber: 14173' Title: Social Geograph) 

8ub 1 titlo or Descriptions Systematic consideration of the spatial and 
envirornonta1 bases of societies, in historical and cultural perspective. 

Credit Houras 3	 Vector Descriptions 1 hr. lecture 

Pro-requisite (a),	
2 his. tutorial 

&cU4o (3k0	 AOL/C	 7. 3L (f -3	 ,4I IaLt 
t/ 'tAUW	

'&Lc 

2. ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolments 200 - 300 

Semester Offer ad (e.g. yearly, every Springs twice yearly. Fall 

and Spring): Every Sesster 

When will course first be offered? 

FiWsémestêr 1973
	

(supplanting Geography 241-3) 

3. JUSTIFICATION 

A. That is the detailed description of the course including 
differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, and from courses in other departments 
in the University? This is an Introduction to social geography

propor, and consequently also to such more specialized subjects as cultural, 
historical and urban geogrcphy as well as to the various regional devisicms. 
The course resembles no other within or outside thi dcpartent. It is 
designed to supply necessary fundamentals for 2 variety of further studies. 

B. What is the ranqo of topics that may be dealt with in the 

course? Spatial patterns and their relationships to factors such as 
livelihood organisation, group rank and status, historical- evolution, beliefs 
and ideologies; environmental interactions as expressions at technologies 
econowics and physical cortrols; the spread and difil0mratiation of ideas and 
tcchniqus in gco:rnpIdca1 context; roes of i:e and tcati in 4din; 
spatial and cnvironwcnta1 change.'



2. 
a

C. flowdoes; this course fit the goals of the department? 
The introduction to basic social geography is necessitated and 
presupposed by the courses that ensure upon it. 

D. flow does this course affect degree requirements? 

As an essential basis for subsequent study, this course is 
required of major and honours students. 

B. What are the calendar chanqes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

thange of course nuther from 241-3 to 141-3 and slight rewriting 
of course description. 

P. What course, if any, in being dropped from the calendar if 
this course is approved? 

Geography 241-3. 

I 

G. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 

It will be needed by all major and honours students in the department 
and will also satisfy certain portions of.. the Faculty of Arts and 
other "breadth" requirements. 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course. 

The presentation of basic concepts in social geography at an early 
stage of studios will pormit more time to the student for advanced 
work.	 .

0



4	

3. 

4. BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be availableto teach this coure7 
B.M.W. Gibson, R.B. Horsfall, L.J. Evenden, A. MacPhci'son, 
P .M. Xoyoscjl, P.L. W3W2'	 .: 

B. What are the special space and/or equipment requirements 
for this course? 

None 

C. Any other budgetary implications of mounting. this course: 

None 

Approvals	 . . 

Curriculum Committees . 
•	 . 

Dean of Facultys 
I 

8.niite,
I



iimon Fr.-wqr Univcs.icy 
Dopartmnt of Geography 
Sumner Semester 1972

Geography 141-3 
B. !4. Gasdn etc. 

a, Introduction 

Social Geography 243-3 is A survey of the basic cultural, sociological, political 
demogrphic and aesthetic concepts that contribute to an understanding of the spatial 
ant-6tence of man and of his invoviarnent with the natural environment. Details on 
the content scheduling organisation and grading for the course are given in this outiji 

uree Content	 - 

The recdinp,s required and the lectures in the course present the 1anscapo histori 
of five contrasting peoples. The questions geographers have asked and the approaches 
to answers they have taken will be reviewed and criticised. There Is much overlap and 
duplication in the approaches to social geography but the followingthemes and thee 
viii bó the basin for discussions 	 - 

1. Cultural history 9. Territoriality 
2b Cultural areas 30. House form 
3. Cultural ecology 11. Settlement form 

• 4. Social ecology 12. Environmental perception 
S. Land tenure 13. PopuiatiQn resource medal 
6. Domestication of plants 14. Landscape aesthetics 

and animals 15. Diffusion 
7. Landscape symbolism 
8. Boundary theory

0	 •
1• 

Organisation 

The course is orgeniaei into 12 weeks of work. The first week being an 
Introduction and the last a review. Two weeks will be spent on each of the five 
landscape histories, th? firat week being the presentation of the record of thngs, 
the second week, a comment and criticism on the studies. During the second week 
of comnont and criticism the lectures will be the plat .m for isolating the quastis 
and approaches and for the Instructors criticism. The tutorials will be the basis 
for student criticism and practise in geographic inquiry. 

Timetab] 

%leelç	 ____ 

1 Introduction 
2 Studies in Now Zealand landscapes 

Criticism of studios 
4 Studies in the Irish landscape 
S Criticism of studies 
6 Studies in Soviet landecapos 
7 Criticism	 of studies 
8 Studies in the Chinese landscape 
9 Criticoiu of studies 

10 Studicu in Canadian landncaps 
11 Critieiiui of sudico 
12 Review

t-

3



.Swumer Scstur 1972	 '2.	 Cography 241-3 

Grading
1 

S The course CrAda will consist of two CoTpnontu, tutorial participation - 50% 
and final cx.m 50%. The tutorial will encourgc students to donnstr'te their 
ability to presrrnt oral and written cotrphic arguments. These •2r3u1Knt9 14111 be the basis for assigttng tutorial grades. The final extnation will he bed on 
008uy answers to questions that are chosen from a list of questions Civen to stu' 
during the 12th week of tha course. The answers must be written in an exam room during a two hour period which will be scheduled by the Registrar's Office during t exam week. 

1,^

rext books required; 

CLERL4ND, Kenneth B. &	 The World's Landscapes, NEW ZENAND, edited by J.X. 'eI}IITELAW, James S.	 Houston, pub. Aldine Pub. Co. 

PARKER, W.H.	 The World's Lnndacnpca, ThE SOVIET WI(, edited by 
J.H. Houston, pub.Aldine Pub. Co. 

0P), A.R.	 The World's Landscapes, IRELAND, edited by J. H. 
Houston, pub. Aldine Pub. Co. 

Tux  YiPu	 The World's Lands capea, QiIM, edited by J.H. Houston
pub. Aldine Pub. Co. 

The price of each text is approximately $2.50 - $3.00 (Bookstore quote). 

n
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C..

FACULTY OF ARTS 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

CALENDAR INPORMATIOU 

Department: Geography	 Course Number: 201;3 	 Title ..Develolxnent of 

Su-tttlo or Descriptions	
Geographical Ideas 

An introductory survey of important geographical ideas in historical perzective. 

Vector Description: 1 lecture 

Pre-requisito (•)  
3*
	 L..,-	 d&jt 

2 tutorial 

€ft-e-ets.*. L) 

2. E111OLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Credit Houres 3 

Estimated Enrolment: 20 - 40 

' Semester Offered (e.g. yearly, every Springs t'sice yearly. Fall 
and Spring): 

)	
Once In every two semesters. 

Wht.n will course first be offered? 

Fill feaster, 1973 

3. JUSTIFICATION 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the somo department, and from courses in other departments 
in the University? This course introduces students to some basic geographical 

ideas and approaches, theory and practice, in relation to the development of 
Western civilization. Consequently systematic subjects such as, physical, cultural 
and economic goegraphy will be analysed in relation to Western intellectual and 
scientific thought from ancient to modern times. No other course in geography or 
any ..thcr department presently gives students this background. The course is 
designed to develop student Interests in the origins of mocrn approaches to 
environmental and spatial problems, etc. 

1.



'

 

B. What is thu r.anqo Of topics that may be dealt with in the 
court.e? The origins, diffusion and differentiation of such approaches as 

mapping, location theory, nrn-naturc relations, tho 'designcd" earth, and 
earth unity may be dealt with in the course. The course will be divided into 
four parts including; The Anicnt World, Tho.Niddlc Ages, Iariy ?bdàrn 7imes, 

-	 cnd adorn Times. 
LL)	 .



2. 

C *
	 doeathis courc fit the 9 01.lj 5 of the department? 

The introductory survey of geographical ideas in a historical perspective is a background to the systematic courses in the major program and 
cnsuant from the department's goal of encouraging Prospective geographc 
to select Outside subjects during the first four levels this co 
encourages students to undertake Courses in History, Engl

	
urse 

ish and Philosophy. 

D. flow does this course affect degroe.roqujr057 

Part of review of department programme, 

B. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the addition of this courco7 
New course number added to the electives for the Lower Level. 

F. What course, if any, is 
being dropped from the calendar if 

this Course is approvod? 

None.	 D 

C. What is the nature of student demand for this Course? 
There is an expressed need and desire for a systematic presentation of this kind. 

H. Other reasons for introducing tho course. 

)

	
11



3.	
I 

. DUDCEThRY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach thic course? 
E.M. Gibson, 
M.E. Eliot Ibirgt 
A. MacPherson 
G.P.P. Steed 
P.L. Wagner 

B. What are the special space and/or equipment requirements for this course? 

None 

C. Any other bucgotary implications of mounting this course 

None 

Approvals

Curriculum Committees 

Dean of Fecultys 

Senates

H	 H
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FACULTY OF ART 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL

1.

 

CALENDAR INFORMATION 

Department: Geography	 Course Numher:212..3" Title: Geog. of Natural 
S ub-title or Description:	 thzards 
A detailed examination of the occurrence and reasons for several major natural 
hazards and catastrophes with appropriate attention to their importance to 
societies. Lab work and field trips will be included. 

• Credit Hours: 3	 • I	 Vector Deccription-(-2_p33 C2—f.---O). 
Pro-requisite(s),	 fcL) 
30 sanestor hours credit, 

2. EUROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolment, • 45 

Semester Offrod (e.g. yearly, every Spring; twice yearly. Fall 
and Spring), 

One yearly Pall or Spring semester 

When will course first be offered? 

Spring1974 

3. 3USTXFICATIOI; 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, and from courses in other departments 
in the University? The course will permit a close examination of 

several modes of earth change that have real effects on human, life; additional 
to the analytical framework that will emphasise process and the geographical 
'distributional' approach, the treatment will involve evaluation in the 
deterministic hypothesis concerning natural hazards and humans. Differentiated 
frpm Geog. 111-3 by the depth of analysis and by a comprehensive approach to 
specific natural hazards. No other University department has a similar course. 

R. What is the ranqe of topics that may he dealt with in the 
course? I , 	 Particular topics, each considered over a 2 or 3 lecture block, selected from 

eg. severe storms, drout, climatic change, air quality, earthqth , massive 
r z-wasting, vulcaxii, floods, accelerated erosion, natural Lire, plant 
('r animal) cxtiflctio.)



2. 

C. How does this course fit the goals of the department? 

Expansion of Geography 111-3 (formerly 211 .3) to focus on specific prpb1e, of use of the natura] landscapo. 

D. 110w does this Course affect degree roqujre57 

Optional lower level offering,	
0 

L What are the Calendar changes necessary to reflect taddition  Of this course?	 he 

	

•	 (See revised PTOgrazs). 0	

0 

P. What c
ourse, if any, is being dropped from the Calendar if this course is approved?

0	

• 	

0 Addition 

C. What is the nattro of •tUdet 
demand for this Course? 

	

01	
Estimated 45 per year 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course. 
0	 See rationale for revised programme..	

0



3. 

4. BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach this course? 

E.J. Uickin 
R.B Sagar 
M.C. )Cel]man 
P.F. Cunningham 
New appointment? 

B. What are the special space and/or equipment requirements 
for this course? 

None. 

C. Any other budgetary implications of mounting this courses 

None.

Approvals

Curriculum Committoos 

Doan Qf Faculty 8 

Sonatas

6 



Simon Fraser University	 Geography 212.3 

	

C')	
DopartTnent of Geography 	 S	

. 	 Mo 

Course Outline

Geography of Natural Hazards 

h_'-rcgujsitcs 30 hours of course work completed 

Introduction: The course involves a detailed examination of the occurrencc and 

reasons for several major natural hazards and catastrophes and pays appropriate 
attention to their influence in societies. Laboratory work and field tripe 
are included. 

Course organisatjon: A two-hour block (time, day of week) in room  
to be used for lectures, film and slide displays; a two-hour tutorial variously 
used for the presentation and discussion of assigned topics and relevant 
exercises. There will be one full-day field trip to the Hope Slide area 

(scheduled for a 'maximum-convenience' Saturday or Sunday, following Week :6). 

Grades: Based on a prepared term-paper, tutorial work and a final examination. 

Texts: None required. Concepts basic to the several types of hazards are given in: 

Bloom, A.C. 1969 The Surface of the Earth Prentice-Hall, PoundatiQus of 

	

()	 Earth Science Series 

Battan, L. 1961 The Nature of Violent Storms Doubleday, Anchor Science 
Study Series 819 

Billings, W.D. 1970 Plants, Man and the Ceosysteni 2nd edition, Wadsvozth 
Publishing Co., Inc. 

Lecture Topic Schedule (Not necessarily in given order etc.): 

Weep 1 Course organisation: Working definitions of 'natural hazard' and a rViw 
of their global significance. 

Weeks 2 6 3 Atmospheric hazards I: The generative processes and the havoc con1y 
associated with severe tropical storms. Case studies (eg. 01 of the 1972 
Atlantic season -Agnes) and a brief comparative study with other types of 
severe storm. 

Week 4 Atmospheric hazards It: Anomalous circulation patterns and drougt. Cas'e 
studies (eg. southern Canadian Prairies). 

Week 5 Geomorphic hazard31: Catastrophic surficial movement landslides-,, causes 
and effects. Catie utudios (eg. Frank,:Hope slides). 

OJ



jparc'cnt of Cuogrnphy	 -2-	 Ceography 212-3 

Weeks 6 & 7 Geomorphic hazards XI: Internal  stress and movement - contemporary 
- views on the phenomena of Earthunkes and Vulcanism. Case studies (eg. San 
Andreas Fault, Alaskan 1964 "quake; Krakatoa, }ft. Etna, Surtsey). 

Week —8 Biotic hazards I: The physical impact of naturally act fires. Case studies 
(eg. Prairie-Forest boundaries) will include voluntary and involuntary roles of 
2fl. 

Week 9 Biotic hazards II: Environmental change and species extinction; the contro-
versial role of specific physical events exclusive of human activities. Case 

study - comparison late Pleistocene extinction with recent examples. 

Week 10 Biotic hazards III: Weeds and pests, flwasions and epidemics. Case 
studies (eg. Dutch Elm, •.. ). 

Week 11: Earth-atmosphere hazards I: Unbalanced input output: extreme precipitation 
(and/or snow melt) events and hydraulic incompetence - Floods and the temerity 

of man. Case study (eg. Fraser Basin). 

Week 12: Earth-atmosphere hazards II: Accellerated wear at the surface: soil erosion 
'	 through acolian and fluvial agency, but commonly induced by man Case studies 

(eg. U.S. 'Badlands', Thar Desert, Mediterranean areas). 

OInteractions between nature and man exemplified by study of atmospheric 
quality, from steady-state freshness to a stale imbalance. (global turbidity 
etc. trends, climatic variation,... ) 

Some further books for selective reading; number indicates appropriate week/topic. 

Bruce, J.P. and RH. Clarke 1966 Introduction to Hyd papteorclogy (U) 
Psrgamon: Commonwealth and International Library aeiea. 

Bunting, B.T. 1965 Geogrpy of Soils (12) Aldine. 

Dury, C.H. 1969 Perspectives on Geomorphic Processes. (5, 12, 13) MC Come. College 
Geography Rae. Paper No. 3. 

Elton, C.S. 1958 The Eco1oi y of Invasions by Plants and Animals (10) Methuen. 

Longvcll, C.R., R.F. Flint and J. Sanders 1969 Physical C'ooj (5, 6, 7, no 12) 
Wiley International 

)bnisawa, M. 1968 S:reia (11) McGraw Hill: Earth 6 Planetary Sciences Series 

9 Nelson, J.G. and H.J. th ibors (eds.) 1969 Geomorpho1or (5, 12) 

1969 Water (11) 

19(9	 ____	 .Uil41if (8 1, 1
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1970	 Weather and Climate	 (4, 13) 

^gthuen: PtOCC8S 6
Geography Series 

Strabler, A.N. 1971	 Earth SciencQ	 (1-12)	 1Iarper & Row, 2nd edition 

1969 Ceophy9iCs, Geo1o1ical Structures, and TectoOic	 (6, 7)	 J.C. Brown 
Sumer 

Co.	 Youndatiofls of Earth Science Series 

Wt. (ad.)	 1956
 

Man's	 eh?.tT'R the Va	 the Earth	 (1, 6,7) 
Thomas,

It 
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FACULTY OF ARTS

NEW COURSE PROPOSM. 

CALENDAR 1IIF0RMA'rlota
ISSUeS in 

Departments Geography	 Course Number: 222	 Titles Economic Geography 

Sub-title or Description: This course is designed to draw and expand upon the 
basic principles and concepts of economic geography, by focussing on a variety of 
Important issues that fundamentally shape contemporary. economic landscapes. Topics 
for consideration will include population growth, poverty, urban sprawl, developing 
countries, and economic integration at world, national, and local scales. 
Credit Hours,	 3	 Vector Descriptions 12O .Z2—O 

Pro-requisite (s) ',Geography 121-3 recommended.	
'&fZt &ntitZ) 

ssaestr .w.1 c,ai.Ssiiilt1 biji & 

2. ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolment: 75 - 150 

Semester Offered (e.g. yearly, every springs twice yearly. Fall
and SDring)•: 

Once in every two semesters. 

When will course first be offered? 

Fall samiStir, 1973 

3. JUS?IFICATIOU 

A. What is th detailed description of the course including 
differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, an.from courses in other departments 
in the University? 

See attached sample outline. 

B. What in the ranqc of topics that may be dealt with in the 
course?

0 

See attached sample outline. 

[A 

ii.
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C. )low does this course fit the gOa). s of the dopartaont? 

Part of the revamping of the lower level offerings 4n Geography.. 

D. How does this course affect degree requirements? 

Will have no direct effect. 

B. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

Insertion of new entry. 

•0 

F. What course, if any, is being dropped from the calendar if 
this course, is approved? 

None. 

G. What is the	 re of student demand for this course? 

	

Should be eu	 ..La].; interest considerable when offered as 
221-3.

S 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course.. 

.1



3. 

4. BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach this courab? 
N.E. Eliot Hurst 
R. C. Brown 
T.K. Peucker 
C.P.P. Steed 

B. What are the special apace and/or equipment requirements 
for this course? 

None 

I 

C. Any other budgetary implications of mounting this óouroe, 

NOne 

Approval,

Curriculum Committee,	 %A;; 

Dean of Facultyi 

Sonatas

I..	 •	 .•	

S• 

-A
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Simon Fraser University 
Department of Geography Geography 22 2.3 

Issues in Economic Geography 

This course is designed to draw and expand upon the principles and 
concepts of economic geography and focusing on a variety of important 
issues ranging from the world to the local scale. 

Required Text: 

H. Albaum, Geography - and contemporary issues, John Wiley, 1972. 

Recommended Texts: 

1. J.R. Bondevjlie, Problems of regional economic planning, Edinburgh University Press, 1966. 

2. R. Morrill and J. Wohlenberg, The geography of povexty, McGraw Hill, 1971. 

3. A.B. Hountjoy (ed.) , Developing the underdeveloped countries, 
Macmillan, 1971. 

4. W. Zo2insky, A prologue to popu1ation geography, Prentice Hall, 1966 

Lecture Topics: 

I. Introduction: the basic tasks and approach of the economic geographe 
2. Issues at the world scale: 

(a) hunger and the population explosion. 
(b) free trade, common markets and economic integration. (c) energy conflicts. 
(d) environmental problems. 
(e) dependent, plantation, and branch plant economies. 

3. Issues at the national scale: 

• (a) regional poverty; isolation and depression. 
• (b) regional instability and over.'.spsojaljsatjon. 
C) corporate control. 
(d) eóonomjc apartheid.	 S	 • , 

4.Isgue at the local scale: 

.	 (a) urban sprawl. 
(b) urban transportation systems. 
(c) urban renewal. 
('!) rural poverty.	 •
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-S-oina supportive readings: 

Berry, B.J.L., "An incluutrive approach to the regionalisation of 
eunointc de1opmnt," (ed.) Githsburg, Geography and 
Economic Dveqpmcnt, 1960 0 pp. 78-1070 

 "Recent studies concerning the role of transportation 
in the space economy," AAG, Vol. 49, No. 3, 1959. 

Baut, et al, "A study of cultural determinants of soil erosion and 
conservation in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica," Social and 
Economic Studies., Vol. 8 0 1959 9 pp. 402-420. 

Buchanan, K., The transformation of the Chinese earth - perapectives 
on modern CTina, G. Bell 9 Sons, Ltd., 970. 

Burton, I. 6 Kates, R.W. (eds.), "Perception and natural resources," 
Natural Resourceo Journal, Vol. 3, No. S. 1964. 

Doody, A.F. I Davidson, W.R., The next revolution in retailing," 
kvard  

Eliot Hurst, [I.E., "111ovmcnt structure and, household travel behaviour," 
Urban Studies, 1969. 

_., "Lend use traffic generation relationships, 
March, 1970. 

.4 _ 	 gphyof economic behaviour, Duxbury Press, 
1972. 

Friedmann, J.RP., "Locational aspects of economic development," Land 
economics', Vol. 32, 1956, pi. 213-227. 

Fryer, D.W., "World income and types of economies: the pattern of world 
economic development," Economic Gograph, Vol. 34, ISa, 
pp. 283-303. 

Krumrne, G., "Toward a geography of enterprise," Economic Geography, 196 
pp. 30-40.

Ot

LeVitt, K.,	 r'1iL!! Macmillan, 1970. 

LowentV t _ U1 P Societies, 0.U.P., 1R72. 

iø Tiei, R. I Eliot Hurst, 14. E. "A systems analytic approach- to 
economic goography," AAG College Coiosion, Pub. No.  

Zicce, R.B,	 p$.::c	 ecrncic	 Random Housg, 1971
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graph No. 1, 1972.
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(od.), Geographical perspectives on American poverty and 
social wellbeing, Toronto 1J.P., 1972. 

Porter, P.W., "Environmental potentials and economic oppórtur.ities - 
a background for cultural adaptation," Am. Anthr., Vol. 
LXVII, No. 2, 1965, pp. .409-420. 

Rose, H. (ed.), Ghetto formation in North American cities, Perspective 
in Geography, Vol. 2, 1972, Northern Illinois University Pr 

Spencer, J.E., "The cultural factor in 'underdevelopment': the case of 
Malaya," (ed.) Ginsburg, Geography and Economic Development, 
No. 62, 1960 9 pp. 35-48. 

Sprout, H. S H., "The ecological perspective on human affairs," 
Princeton U. Press, Chs. 6 8 7, 1965. 

Taaffe, ES., Morrill, R. L. S Gould, P.R., "Transport expression in 
underdeveloped countries: a comparative analysis," Geog. 
Review, pp. 503.529. 

Ullman, I.E., "Regional development and the geography.,of. concentDatior. 
Papers & Procs., Reg. Sci. Assoc., Vol. 4, 1958, pp. 179-19 

Wolpert, J., "The decision process in spatial context," MG, Vol. S'e, 
No. 4, December 1964.
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FACULTY OF ARTS

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

1. CALENDAR INFORMATION 

Department: Geography 	 Course Numbers 242-3	 Title: Social Space 
Sub-title or Descriptions 
Spatial differentiation of human organisation, activity and works 

Credit Hours, 3	 Vector Descriptions 128 
Pro-requisite(s),	 30	 dC.MP,F	 #d.4* 

3	 Iwuyp f tciJh. ai.S.P.0 

2. ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolment, 40 

Semester Offered (e.g. yearly, every Spring; twice yearly, Pall 
and Spring) s 

Once every two semesters,	 - 

When will course first be offered? 

Fall semester, 1973 

3. JUSTIFICATION 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, and from courses in otherdepartaents 
in the University? 

The facts and processes of distribution of such human attribstes as language, 
religion, social organization, political form, etc.; and of crops,, diets, 
tools, buildings and others of man's works. 

Be What is the ranqo of topics that may be dc-alt with- in the 
course? 

All human ways and works, viu,ed diatribution.jjy,



I 2.

Q
C. flow does this course fit the goals of the department? 

It conforms to the need for more factual information among students, and also to current research interests of several faculty. In particular, it will 
enhance the comparative background of students who go on into reBional or urban planning, resource management, and kindred occupations. 

D. How does this Course affect degree requirements? 

It provides a wider option in course choice. 

E. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

Insertion of course description; addition of course to appropriate lists of 
those satisfying certain requirements for degrees. 

j P. What course, if any, is being dropped from the calendar if 
this course is approved? 

None 

C. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 

Probably substantial, given the important place occupied by these topics within 
the geographic literature. 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course. 

To reflect recent developments within geography', and to some extent in other discipline. (e.g., anthropology).  

0• 



3. 

0 4. BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will, be available to toach this course? L. J. Evenden 
B. H. Gibson 
R. B. Ràrfalj 
P. L. Wagner 
(and probably aoa.nothera) 

B.
What are the special apace and/or equipment 
for this course?	 requirements 

None

C. Any other budgetary implications of mounting this course: 

Minor

:	 •• 

1
Approval,,

Curriculum Committees 	 400>0,Pq 
Dean of Faculty, 

Senates



I

Outline - Geography 242-3	 .	 2 

r 

XI. The artistic traditions of mankind 
Ref.: A. fla]raux, Museum without walls. 

XII. Crops and diets 
Rot.: E.Isaac, Geography of domestication (. . Prentice-Ball, 1970). 

XIII. Political division and territoriality ......... 
Ref.: R. Xaeperson and J. Mingli, The structure of political Ceograhy, 

(Chicago: Aldine, 1969). 	 .	 ..

S	 $	 -
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FACULTY OF ARTS 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

1. CALENDAR INFORMATION 

Department: Geography	 Course Number: 2513" Title: Methods inSpatja1 
Analysis Sib-title or Description: A 

Byctomatjc introduction to the 
quantitative and theoretical approach to the 
study of geography 

Credit hours:	 3	 Vector Descrjptjon:.j....2 

ProroqujsjtØ(8)2 
3-UIPI$LIJUJ	 .Ji. 
Jo Jec.,i	 A's ",-.e 

2. ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

E stimated Enrolment: 45 

.0

Somoator Offered (e.g. yearly, every Spring, twice yearly, Pall 
and Spring) 

OflCeayear 

When will Course first be offered? 

Fall semester, 1973 

3. JUSTIF1CATIO1; 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
dif ferentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, and from courses in other departments 
in the University? 

A discussion of quanitatin and theoretical geography as it has been developed in the past decade. 

fl. What is the ra'ñqe of topics that may be dealt with in the C OU S 

The course examines specific quantitajv.. and theore jical problems and methods like spatial relations, the gravity model, modesand netwrks, spatial trends, etc.



.2. 

C. Alow does this course fit the goals of the department? 
The department believes a systematic treatment of modern geographical 
methods at this level to be more satisfactory than ad hoc treatment 

•	 throughout the program as needs arise. 

D. How does this course affect degree requirements? 

The course does not change any degree requirements. 

B. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

Add Ceography 251-3, Methods in Spatial Analysis 

A Systematic introduction to the quantitative and theoretical approach to the 
study of geography. 

What course, if any, is being dropped from the calendar if 
this course is approved? 

No course being dropped. 

r] 

G. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 
The student demand for tl.ts course is estimated at 45 or more per year. 
The course will be attractive to those who intend to find employment 
In areas of applied and physical geography. 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course.

J



3. 

4 9 DVDCETzRy AND SPACE FACTORS 

J. Which faculty will be available to teach this course? 

R. C. Brown 
K. B. Hors fall 
E. J. Hickin 
T. K. Peucker 

B. What are the special space and/or equipment requirements 
for this course? 

A calculator room with 1 calculator per 3 students. 

C. Any other budgetary implications of mounting this course: 

15 mm. computer time per student. 

U	 S 

Approval,	 S. 

Curriculum Committees 

Dean of Faculty: 

Senates

S.	 S. 

•1
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WO Geography 251-3 

Methods of Spatial Analysis 

A systematic introduction to the quantitative and theoretical approach to 
the study of geography, 

Subjects 

Introduction: the normative approach and quantitative mtbods 

The problem of measurement and scaling 

Descriptive statistics in geography 

The description of spatial relations 

Sociological and geometric-geoetatjstjcal aspects of interaction 

Geometric-geostetjatjcaj parameters in point -distributions 

Spatial trends and regularities in a region 

The quantitative treatment of sptia1 diffusion 

Classifications 

Cozleientarity, tranaferability and flay-networks 

The gravity model 

Some books: 

GREGORY, S. Statistical Methods and the Geographer, 2nd ed. London 1968 

ABLER, R. J. Adams, & P. Could: Spatial Organisation, 1971 

RING, L. J. Statistical Analysis in Geography, 1969.

) $
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FACULTY OF ARTS 

a. 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

CALENDAR INFORMATION 

Department, Geography	 Course Number, 26271-1" Title: Canada 
Sub-title or Description: The 

geographical character of Canada; the Canadian environment; regional difference, in socio-economic growth. 

Credit Hours: 3	 Vector Description, 2-1-0 
Prorequj,j(,)	

30 semester hours  

C:f)3o 

ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated nrolmont:	 100 per offering occasion. 
Somoster Offered (e.g. yearly, every Spring 1 twice yearly, Fall

and Spring): 
Once in every two semesters. 

When will course first be offered? 

.'	 Fall semester, 1973 

JUSTIFICATION 

A. What 
is the detailed description of the cour'e including, 

diffe
rentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 

in the same department, and from courses in other departments In the University? 
To give greater emphasis to Canadian Geography at the lower level and to fit Into the 

basic re-organization of the lover-1.vi,1 Geography program.. 

I 

I
	

1. 

I

3.

P.. What is the. ranqo of  
C C, u r	 topics that may be dealt with in the 

The systematic geography of Canada. 
SoCioeconomjc disparities, 
Canadian urban regions. 
The Ocraphy of the cpratist Movewtntj, 

mosaic. 
The opening of the Concrr !'r1h. 

It



2. 

C. 110w door, this	 °goals of the dep.ic.ment? 

It fits in terms of: 

1. Giving as great an emphasis to Canada as possible. 
2. Giving an appreciation ol a major segment of the earth's surface. 

D. flow does this course affect doyroc requirements? 

Does not change the basic degree requirements. 

B. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

A new course number and description. 

(,)	 F. What course, if any, is being dropped from the calenc1.r if 
this course is approved? 

To take the place of Geography 162-3. 

C. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 

Substantial, based upon student requests for lower level course on 

Canada.

0 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course. 

Aids in better organising the cource offerings of the department. 

e 

3



3. 

4. BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach this course? 

G.A. Rheumer 
P.M. KOroscil 

B. What are the special apace and/or equipment requirements 
for this course? 

None - requires same space and similar equipment now 
required for Geography 162-3. 

I 

C. Any other budgetary implication, of mounting this course: 

None. 

Approval,

Curriculum committee,	
7'2 

Dean of Faculty: 

Senate,



GEOGRAPHY 262-3

CANADA 
-A- 

2 weak	 The Systematic Geography of Canada 

The Physical Landscape 
- Climate Soils Vegetation 
- Landforms, Hydrology 

2 weeks:	 The Settlement Process in Canada 

Indian Culture Landscape 
- The History of Settlement Sequent Occupance of 

Selected Regions, the Opening of the North 

2 weeks:	 Settlement Patterns 

The Ethnic Mosaic 
Population Distribution 

3 weeks:	 Resource Exploitation 

Agricultural Regions 
- Soclo-Economic Disparities 
- The Foreign"Take-over" - Forests and Mines 

Water and Air Pollution 
- Atlantic and Pacific Fisheries 

Big Dam Business 

2 weeks:	 Canadian Urban Regions 

- Secondary Processing
Service Industries -	
Urban Blight in Canada 
Rurban Fringe 

2. week:	 Canada and World Affairs 

Sr



FACULTY OF AWL'S 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

1. CALEflDAIt Iflf'ORHJTIOH 

Department: Geography	 Course Numbers 2637' Titles Selected Regions 
Sub-title or Description: 

i study of the geographical character of a major world region. 

Vector Description: 2-1-0 

Pro-requisite(s):.3o rs..g,-l2-	 47" 
It	 - L.... J	 JiL. 
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2. ENROLMENT ANDSCHEDULING 

Estjmatd Cnro)mcnts 100 

Sorneater Offered (e.g. yearly, every Spring;. twice yearly, Pall
and Spring): 

U
Once in every two semesters 

When will course first be offer9d? 

Fall 1973 

3. JUST1plczTI011 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, and from courses in o her departments 
in the University? An examination of the geog raphical character of a major world area; its resources and their use; the course will present an 

application of the methods of geography to the study of selected particular, areas,

B. What Lu the ranqo of topics that nay be dea)t	 in the 
Course? Geography of Europe or Africa or Middle East or Latin America W	 or South and/or East Asia or other iu-0i areas according to sd and opportunity. 

Credit Hourat 3

-



U

C . HOW dooD this course fit the goals of the department? 

Z)	 Part of a revision of the lower level programme, designed to give 
grcatcr range of choice in regional courses and to offer service to 
arm prograais outside the dopartmont. 

D. How does this cours• affect degree requirements? 

No change 

E. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

Part of programme review. 
New entry required. 

F. What course, if any, is being dropped from tho calendar if 
this course is approved? 

Geography 161-3 Europe 

G. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 

Substantial. Geography 161-3 one of our larger courses. Demand 
expected for cover of Africa, the Middle East, Latin Arica and 
South and East Asia at this level. 

H. Other reasons for irstrodücinq the course. 
Represents potential good use of visiting and short-term appointments 



3. 

4. BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach this course? 
Europe — A. MacPherson, T.K. Peucker, R.B. Sagar, at .1. 
Africa — R.B.' Sagar, A. MacPherson, et al. 
Latin America — F.?. Cunningham, et al. 
South and East Asia — M.E. Eliot Hurst, S.T. Wont, et .1. 
Middle East — visiting lecturer as opportunity arises. 
U.S.A. — G.A. Rhemar, T. O'RiOrdan, at al. 

B. What are the special space and/or equipment requirements 
for this course? 

None 

'Co . Any other budgetary implication, of mounting this course: 

S..,,	 None 

C)

Approvals

Curriculum Committees 

Dean of Faculty: 

Senates 

S.-

• a



	

Department o...eography	 Geography 161 
Fall Semester 1972	 A. l4acPherson 

(XiJRSE OUTLINE

Ce2graphy of Europç, 

As divisive nationalism gradually, if erratically, loses ground, 
Western Europa promises to emerge as a major world force in the last quarter 
of the twentieth century. The European Economic Community is already by far 
the world's largest trading bloc; when the United Kingdom and other countries 
negotiating membership join, it will be the largest manufacturing d 
economic unit - although relatively poor in certain raw materials. With the 
U.S.S.R., Europe contains five of what have been identified as the ten major 
world powers of the present day and probably, the 'futurists' tell us, of the 
next hundred years. 

This course examines the geographic character of Europe, its landscapes, 
diversity of life styles and economic achievement, and major problems. An 
attempt will be made to interpret these in terms of past and pres.nt physical 
and cultural environments and to provide a basis for an analysis of the 
geographic patterns of urbanization, industrialization, transportation, social 
conditions, etc. The course might also be seen as an example of the application 
of geographic ideas and concepts to the study of a specific and limited, if' 
very populous and complex, part of the earth's surface. 

Organization 

Lectures: Tuesday and Thursday at 11:30 a.m., in Room 3150 !iQ 
Tutorials: One hour every two weeks, time and place to be arrange 

- at registration. 
Lectures and tutorials will commence on September 7th. 

Readings

1) Course Text:
	

of Eurone 1972 
ItUIT.30n avau.aoie ror iromi. acrnersoa 

Recommended, but not prescribed, is J. Gotw m, A GeoRrartz, 
of Europe, particularly Part I and Chapters 4, 10 0 14 and 19. 

2) Regular use of a good atlas is essential. Recommended is Good&s 
World Atlas (available as paperback, $4.50). 

3) A supplementary list of works for reference will be distributed 
during the first week of classes. 

Course Assessment 

	

Tutorial Work	 30% 
articipation	 10% 

Projects and Presentations 	 20% 
•	 Examinations	 - 

idtcrm	 20t 
Final	 50% 

Note: The midterm eximin.ticn will be held during 
of the 'Open book' typ. 

	

The final cxaaatic'	 ich will	 be o 

	

conit of cinht q:;!.ioni	 ch three shall be

lecture time and will be 

the 'c;cn book' .typ, hifl 
ttcnncd; it will
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Lecture Outline 

The following is the planned prograne of lectures: 
Ito Topic	 Lecturer 
Sept. 7 Introduction - the "personality of Europe" A.M. 

of 9 European landscapes - slides A.M. 
to 14 Regions in geography - European examples and A.M. 

problems. 
It 16 "Natural" landscapes; challenges and opportunities 

(a)	 Climates:	 The Mediterranean A.M. 
to 21 (b)	 fliiaes:	 Atlantic and Continental A.M. 
of 23 (c)	 Landforms: Hills and Plains A.M. 
of 28 (d)	 Landfonis: Mountains and Rivers A.M. 

• 30 Cultural Landscape, Early Episodes in the Evolution 
of Europe. T.K.P. 

Oct. S The Emergence of Industrial Europe T.K.P. 
It 7 Agriculture and Intensification. T.K.P. 
to 12 The Growth of the Markets and their Hinterlands 

Political Iniplications T.K.P. 

14 The Transportation Pattern T.K.P. 

"

19 Transportation Competition TJC.P. 

21 'after The Great European Migrations	 World War II T.K.P. 
" 26 Midterm Examination 

28 Current trends in urbanization and city development T.K.P. 

Nov. 2 Technologies, societies and landscapes (I) A.M. 
to 4 it	 is	 it	 (II) A.M. 
to 9 The urban idea; negative and positive attitudes; 

problems today. 	 . 
11

 

Remembrance flay Holiday 

16 Urbanization and the rural landscape 

18 Coping with change - planning T.K.P. 

" 23 Movements for union IJ. 
25 Prospects for Europe T.K.P. 

Dec. 2 Europeans contrasts; life style and economic 
disparities A.M. 

it
S Conclusions; the lessons of Europe A.M. 

Tutorials 
. Tutorial topics will, be assigned during the first week 

of to AM. 

/



FACULTY OF ARTS 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

1. CALF.D7R INFORMATION 

tepartnent: GEOGRAPHY 	 Course urnber: 349,3" Title:H 	 Microgeograph-

Sub-title or Description: 
An examination of human interaction with physical environments, 
:ocusing on the individual as the unit of analysis, with special 
emphasis upon the designed environment. 

Credit Hours: 3 hours	 Vector Description: 2-1-0 
Pro-requisite(s) : Geography 241-3	 - 

2. ENROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolment: 60 
Semester Offered (e.g. yearly, every Spring; twice yearly. Fall 

and Spring): 
•	 Once yearly (fall or spring) 

When will course first be offered? 
Dntha— ftcr--Onn ..h1,athn 

3. JUSTIFICATION 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
'differentiation from lower level courses, from similar courses 
in the same department, and from courses in other departnents 
in the University? 

The course will deal with the individual in interaction with his environment: his 
efforts toward its modification, as well as his responses to, and perception of 
various environmental features. Principal attention will be given to fixed-
feature space; social groups and semi-fixed-features will only be considered as 
modifiers of the interaction between the individual and his (relatively stable) 
physical surrounding.. 

B. le-1 h a t is the range of topics that may e dealt with in the 
cour'to? 

General organizing theories	 - 
Jurisdiction 
Huan needs, and design for privacy 
Stimulus deficiency and overload 
11t'-3n use of private space 

use of public spice 
Rcccattona1 needs and recreational planning 
rt!.)uona1 bases of cnvL6ñrncnta1 deci,n



2. 

C. N ow does this course fit the goals of the department? 

With the increasing emphasis upon environmental problems and human satisfaction 

with environment, a need for a course such as this has developed. Using 
examples of environmental design in Western Canada, the course fits readily 
into the departments statement of goals. 

U. How does this course affect degree requirements? 

No effect. 

E. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this course? 

Addition. 

F. What course, if any ; is being dropped fron the calendar if 
this course is approved? 

None.

G. What is the nature of stu.ent denand for this course? 

Substantial verbal indication of interest. 

H. Other reasons for introducing the course. 
incorporates specialty and interests of faculty member who was hired to 

expand departmental offerings in this area. Course will be of central 

importance for those students going into the planning professions.

I



I

3. 

4, BUDGETARY AND SPACE FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach this course? 

R.B. Ilorafall 

B. What are the special space and/or equipment requirements 

for this course? 

None

C. Any other budgetary implications of mounting this course: 

KI	 None 

Approval:

Curriculum Committee: 

Dean of Faculty: 

Senate:

49 
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Simon Fraser University	 Geography 349_3 
Dsparta.nt of Geography	 R.B. HorsfaU. 

COURSE OUTLINE (PROVISIONAL) 

Course Content: 

The course will deal with the individual in interaction with his 
environment: his efforts toward its modification, as well as his responses 
to, and perception of various environmental features. Principal attention 
will be given to fixed-feature apace; social groups and semi-fixed features 
will only be considered as modifiers of the interaction between the individual 
and his (relatively stable) physical surroundings. 

Course Structure: 

Two one-hour lectures and one one-hour tutorial per week. A field 
research project will be required of each student, on a subject approved by 
the instructor. Grade will be determined as follows: 

mid-term exam	 20% 
final exam	 30% 

ow	

tutorial participation	 202 
field project	 30% 

Recommended Readings: 

Alexander, C., "The Goodness of Fit and Its Source," in Notes on the Synthesis 
of Form, Cambridge, Mass., 1964, Harvard University Press. 

Alexander, C., "The City as a Mechanism for Sustaining Human Contact," in W.R. 
Evald, Jr. (ed.) Environment for Man, Indiana University Press. 

Altman, I. & Hythorn, W.W., "The Ecology of Isolated Groups," Behavioural Science, 
1967 0 12, 169-182. 

Blaut, J.H., "Studies in Developmental Geography," Place Perception Research 
Report., #1, Oct. 1969, Dept. of Geography, Clark University. 

Burnett, C.}1., "A Linguistic Structure for Architectorjc Communication," in G.J. Coates, (ed.) ResponQe to Environment, Chapel Hill, 1969, Univ. of 
North Carolina Press. 

Calhoun, J.B., "Ecological Factors in the Development of Behavioral Anoinaijeg," 
in J. Zubin, (ed.) Comparative Psychopathology, 1967. 

Chapin, P.S., "Some Housing Factors Related to Mental Hygiene," Journal of 
Social Issues, 1951, 80 

Chain, I, "The Environment as a Determinant of behavior," Journal of Social 
cycholoy, 1954, 39, 115-127.



Simon Fraser University 	 -2-	 Geography 349-3 

C63*VELL,. k.R. "Rousing, ttt. Computer and the Architectural Process," Law 
and Contemporary Problems, 1962, 32, 274-2850 

DsJong, D., "Images of Urban Areas" Journal of the American Institute of 
Planners, 1962, 28, 266-76. 

DeLong, A.J., "Coding Behavior and Levels of Cultural Integration: Synchronic 

and Diachronic Adaptive Mechanisms in Human Organizations," EDRA Conference, 
Oct. 1970, Pittsburgh. 

Fried, H. 6 P. Gleicher, "$ome Sources of Residential Satisfaction in the 
Urban Slum," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, 1961, 27 
305-315. 

Cans, H., The Urban Villagers, Glencoe, 1962, Free Press. 

Could, P.R., "Problems of Space Preference Measures and Relationships," Geog. 
1969, 1, 31-44. 

" of	
, On Mental Maps, Ann Arbor, 1966, U. of Michigan Press. 

Huff, D.L., "A Topographical Model of Consumer Space Preferences," Papers & 
Proceedings of the Regional Science Assoc., 1960, 6, 159-173. 

leases, R.R., "The Neighborhood Theory: An Analysis of its Inadequacy," 
Journal of the American Institute of Planners, 1948, 14, 15-23. 

Lee, T., "Urban Neighborhood as a Socio-Spatia1schena," Human Relations, 
1968, L1v 241-268. 

Lowenthal, D., "Environmental Perception and Behavior," University of Chicago, 
Research Paper •109, 1967. 

of	
• "Geography, Experience, and Imagination: Towards a Geographical 

Epistoaology," Annals Amer. Assoc. Geographers, 1961, 51, 241-260. 

Lynch, K. & L. Rodvin, "A Theory of Urban Form," J. American Institute of 
Planners, 1958, 24. 

Parr, AL, "In Search of Theory," Arts and Architecture, 1965, 82, 14-16. 

Peteeon, CL., "A Node]. of Preference: Quantative Analysis of the Perception 
of Visual Appearance of Residential Neighborhoods," Journal of Regional 
Science, 1967, 7, 19-31. 

Rodwin, L. & Ascoctats, FUmning Urban Growth and Regional Development, 
Cambridge, 1969, M.I.T. Press. 

Searinen, T.F.,	 of the Drought Hazard on the Crest Plans, U. of 
Chicago, Research 'aper 106, 1966. 

I.
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•	 Stea, D., "Space, Territory and Human Movements," Landscape, 1965, 15, 13716. 

Trowbridge, C.C., "On Fundamental Methods of Orientation and Imaginary Maps," 

Science, 1913, 990, 888-897. 

Wallace, A.., "Planned Privacy: What's its Importance for the Neighborhood?" 

Journal of Housing, 1956, 13, 13-14. 

Webber, H., The Urban Place and the Nonpiace Urban Realm, 1964, Univ. of 

Pennsylvania Press. 

Wohivill, J.F., "The Concept of Sensory Overload," EDRA Conference, Oct. 1970. 

& 
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FACULTY OF ARTS 

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL 

1. CALENDAR Zl1FORM'rIOU 

Department: Geography	 Course Number: 4317V Title-
Sub-title or Description:

	

	 The Lagcape in Science, 
cai, Music and Literature. 

Credit Hours: 5	 Vector Description: 3-2-0 

Pro-requisite(s): Students must have the-minimum requirements, appropriate 
to their major or honours subject, for taking a 400 level course. 

2. EUROLMENT AND SCHEDULING 

Estimated Enrolment: 45 

Semester Offered (e.g. yearly, every Spring; twice yearly, Fall 

P%WYearly
	 -	 and Spring): 

Whcn will course first be offered? 

Fall 1973 or Spring 1974 

3. JUSTIFICATION 

A. What is the detailed description of the course including 
differentiation from lover level courses, from similar courses 
in the sane department, and from courses in other department's 
in the University? 

The relationships between scientific and artistic evaluations of landscape. 
Holistic approaches are common to othef Geography Courses, but this one is 
markedly interdisciplinary, and there are no other courses in the University 
seeking to make this particular synthesis. The utilitarian perceptions of 
landecapecannot be ignored but they will not be emphasised so that overlap 
with economic geography and environment courses can be avoided. 

B. What is the ranqe of topics that may be dealt with in the 
course? 

18th and 19th Century Western Culture (i.e. European and North American) 
I. The development of scientific views of landscape (e.g. geologie-1 and 

eomorpholoica1) 
2. Landscape in the arts-pictorial and architectural, musical, literary 
3. Land as an economic resource and the effects of its use on its appearance. 
The focus of the. course is the interaction of these in their scio-cconomic et'flte'. 

4



2. 

C. flow does this course fit the qoaj of the department? 

The Ceography Department has a Strong interest in interdisciplinay 
e tudv

.Social and aesthetic considerations have bean generally 
neglected in the scientific stud y of landscape. 

D. flow does this course affect degree reeuireents? 

Nil

E. What are the calendar changes necessary to reflect the 
addition of this Course? 

£. What Course, if any, is being dropped from the calendar if 
this course is approved? 

None

G. What is the nature of student demand for this course? 
The proposal was well received by students at the open r.eetings for Review 
of the Undergraduate Programme of the Geography Department. The Geography 
Students Union has elected a committee of 4 to help with detailed formulations. 

H. Other reasons for introducing the couro. 

The Faculty concerned are enthusiastic about its prospects. F.F. Cunningham 
was given a Canada Council Award for Summer '72 to research the relatio,)ips 
implicit in the course description. 

'V



3. 

W 4. RUDGTARY AND SPACR FACTORS 

A. Which faculty will be available to teach 
this course 

F.F. Cunningham (Geography) 
R.M. Schafer	 (Communications) 
T. Maynard	 (English) 

8. What are the special space and/or equip:-ent require-e 5 for this course? 
Room with movable tables, blackout, facilities for presentation of slides. 
tapes, records. A range of slides of paintings, drawings, buildings; of 
recordings; of books,wifl be required. A substantial amount of these are 
In the 

University at present, and F.F. Cunningham's research grant material, 
principally slides and books, reverts to the University. (see specimen 
course Outline - item VIII). 

C. Any other budgetary imp lications of mounting this course: 

Ni]. 

Approval:

Curr j cu3ur. Committee:
	 74c2 

Dean of raculty:	 '	 22 
Senate: 

OW
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Simon Fraser University 
Department of Geography  
Fall Ser,ster 1973	 Chairman -

F.F. Cunningham 
Specimen Course Outline (Provisional) 

Geography 431-5 

The principal aim of this course is to investigate and promote the 
cross -.fertiljsatjon of different perceptions of landscape - 
scientific, aesthetic and utilitarian. A SpCcjfjc period (sub-s tantially the 18th and 19th Centuries) and a specific major 
society (Western Society, meaning European and North 

American) have been selected to exemplify this 
multi-disciplinary topic. 

	

II je allotment	 (5 
hours - 3 x 1 hour lecture; 1 x 2 hour tutorial) 

Weekly module	 Day 1	 Lecture 1 : Lecture 2 

Day 2	
Lecture 3 :. Tutorial - a) assignment 

b) discussion The proportion of lectures reflects the 
importance añd range of content in the course. A weekly set of 'readings' (they will 

include 
listening to music and examining art) will be a required 

part of the course. 

III Lecture Seq
uence (Some guest lecturers will be invited) 

Section  "The Age of Reason In The West" 

Scientific Ideas about Landscape c 1700 and their origins rr 
The characteristics of Western 

'Music C 1700 RMS 
Thomas Burnett and Telluris Theoria Sacra 

TM 

The State of Western Landscape Art C 1700 FFC 
The Rationalist View of Man's Place in the Universe 
Baroque vs. Renaissance Prinipj.e5 in Music RMS 

"Historical Painting and Portraiture are Superior to 
Landscape Painting" - Sir Joshua Reynolds FFC 
Questions of Form and Nationalism in Baroque Music Landscape Gardening in Theory and Practice m 

The Wernerian explanation of L andscape	 FFC The Fusion of Style in J.S. Bach 	 RMS The Ceoc.ntrjc Universe and the Concept of Paradise 
ççtion B "The Age of Revolutions" 

Week S	 Lecture 1	 The New Geology and its 
Opponents - the posthumous triumph of James Hutton	

FFC 

	

Lecture 2	 Some aspects of Music and Landscape (Interior and Exterior) 

	

Lecture 3	 The Utopian Tr,dLtion in Literature	 RN 

k7-

Week 1 Lecture 1 
Lecture 2 
Lecture 3 

Week 2 Lecture 1 
Lecture 2 
Lecture 3 

Week 3	 Lecture 1 

Lecture 2 
Lecture 3 

WeeY 4
	

Lecture 1 
Lecture 2 
Lecture 3

RMS 

TM



0 I, 
Page  

Week 6	 Lecture 1	 The New Geology - its impacts en the European 

Landscape Painters	 FFC 

Lecture 2	 Beethoven: the First "Industrial" Composer RNS 

Lecture 3	 The Pastoral Poern: its backgron. and achievement TM 

Week 7	 Lecture 1	 Realism versus Romanticism as exemplified in Unstable 

and Turner.	 PFC 

Lecture 2	 Absolute vs. Program Music RS 

Lecture 3	 Attempts at Realism in Literary Descriptions of 

Landscape TM 

Week 8	 Lecture 1	 Lyell, Agassiz and Davis - the influence of Darwinism 
On Landscape Study 	 PFC 

Lecture 2	 The Rise of Romantic Music RNS 

Lecture 3	 The Landscape of the Oriental Tale in English 18th C. T1 

Week 9	 Lecture 1	 Caught by the Camera - the Pre-Raphaelite Cul de Sac FFC 

Lecture 2	 The Decline of Romantic Music RNS 

Lecture 3	 Retreat into imagined and idealised landscapes 
other than the Pastoral TM 

Week 10 Lecture 1	 Impressionist Landscape Art FTC 

Lecture 2	 Impressionist Music 

Lecture 3	 The Melancholy and Graveyard School in Poetry and Prose 

Section C "The Age of Technology" 

Week 11 Lecture 1 
Lecture 2 
Lecture 3 

Week 12 Lecture 1 
Lecture 2 
Lecture 3

The' Science and Art of Landscape lose one another FFC 
The Deliberate Attempt to create Unpopular Music RNS 
The Rise of the Gothic Story and its Setting TN 

The Environmental Crisis 
The Relationship of Music to the Contemporary Sounscape R 
19th Century Reactions to Landscape TM 

Week 13 Open Forum - An Evaluation of the Course 

1V Tutorial Aóaigrimen 

These will be presented by btudents individually or in groups. The 
'

	

	 rmulated by opic may be chosen from the following list or, alterative1y, fo  
students in which case the topic needs approval from the Course Instructors. 

U
The Agrarian Revolution and its effect on landscape 
The Canadian Group of Seven 
Modern Urbanisation - Science without Art? 
Literary, Artistic and Practical Utor.ja3 in North America 
Environmental Peterminien in National Schools of Music? 
Landscape Idcaa in Ballet 
The Pioneer Ethics and Landscape



Page 3

Changing Tonscapes in Vancouver 
How the Chinese have looked at Lcape Art 
Indian, Eskirno,and White Perceptions of Canadian Landscape 
Han's Place in Nature 
Myths into Landscape 
Landscape Heroes 
The 'Unprofitable" Landscape as Challenge 
Canadian Landscape Poetry 

V Tern Paper 

The topic is the choice of the individual student,provided it is 
relevant to the course and:is interdisciplinary in intent. Its precise 
title must be agreed in advance with the Course Instructors as a group, so 
that each paper is indeed individual. 

VI Grades

50% Term Paper 
20% Tutorial Assignment 
30% Discussion participation 

VII Course Instructors 

Prank P. Cunningham	 Department of Geography 
R. Murray Schafer	 Communications Studies 
Temple Maynard r	 Department of English 

VIII Source Materials
S. 

The Library has a good coverage of relevant books on geomorphology, 
history of science, history of art and literature. The art coverage is in 
process of further extension. The Library collection of music on records 
Is also ample, though the course will require that more of these are available 
on tapes (the Library understandably regards discs as master copies not for 
general use). The Audio Visual Centre of the Library has a large collection 
of slides on townacapes, architecture, and on works of art (being catalogued). 
The Arts Centre has a mpre extensive collection of art slides. 

.-
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